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Referral Program 

Flytographer is committed to becoming every customer's trusted partner in creating 

memories for life. Whether you are a traveler or a local, use Flytographer to hire an amazing 

photographer anywhere in the world for fun, hassle-free photo shoots. 

The easy-to-use on line service helps customers document their trip with a vacation shoot, 

capture the magic of a proposal, or cherish local memories with a hometown photo shoot. 

Simply select your destination and choose your favorite photographer to create the best 

souvenir. 

Named one of Canada's top 50 fastest growing companies by Canadian Business magazine, 

Flytographer has been featured on oprah.com, Buzzfeed, the New York Times and lnStyle 

magazine, and built partnerships with global brands like Expedia, Fairmont, and Hilton. 

i The Challenge

Since approximately 20% of Flytographer's photos hoot bookings come from word-of-mouth referrals, 

finding a way to manage, track, and grow this valuable channel was imperative to the company's 

marketing strategy since the beginning. 

They needed a referral system that seamlessly integrated into their custom booking platform, and 

offered easily trackable KPls and analytics. Having an available support team to help with program 

setup and future troubleshooting was a key factor as they integrated and launched their very first 

program. 
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$1.2MM 
in word-of 

-mouth

sales 
Flytographer's referral 

program has brought in 

over $1.2 million in 

word-of-mouth sales 

"The refer-a-friend 

program is the best route 

for us in terms of 

acquiring new customers 

compared to any other 

channel. It establishes 

trust right away as they 

were referred by someone 

who they know, while also 

rewarding our existing 

customers with a credit to 

use on their next photo 

session." 

Meg Wilson 

Marketing Specialist 

Flytographer 
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